Name: ___________________(   )       Class: 4 ___     Date: _______________

A. Henry found the book “Fun and Games” in the Sham Shui Po Public Library. From the book cover, he made the following predictions:

This book tells us that playing games is a lot of fun. It talks about...

... computer games.

... places we can buy interesting games.

Now, read the contents page below. Are Henry’s predictions right? Tick “Yes” or “No” in the boxes. If “Yes”, where can you find the information? Write down the page number. (2%)


3. What is this section about? Think and write 2 sentences. (4%)

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
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B. In the book "Come and Visit the Moon", we learn what an astronaut wears on the Moon.

1. From the list below, think and tick “✓” the most important item. (1%)

- a backpack (     )
- a spacesuit (     )
- a pair of boots (     )
- a helmet (     )
- a radio headset (     )
- a pair of gloves (     )

2. Why is this item so important to an astronaut on the Moon? Write two sentences. Choose one sentence from the following. Then, think and write one more sentence. (4%)

- The astronaut can be warm.
- The astronaut can breathe.
- The astronaut can talk to the other astronauts.

(a)_____________________________________________________
(b)_____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

C. Michael Rosen wants to add a blurb to the back cover of the book “This Is Our House”. Help him complete the blurb with suitable words. (5%)

This Is Our House

George played with a lot of (1.). He was a very (2.) boy and didn’t let them go in a (3.) house. His friends tried different ways to get in the house but they couldn’t. They were very (4.).

Then, George went to the bathroom. What happened when he (5.) back?

1. _________  2. _________  3. _________  4. _________  5. _________
D. The children fixed and painted the paper house. While they were waiting for the paint to dry, they met a little child in the playground. George wanted to play on the slide but he could not. Look at the picture below. Read the speech bubbles and find out what George and the little child said. Write two sentences in the speech bubble about what the other children said to the child. Use CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS to show strong feelings. (4%)

I want to play on the slide. I'm coming up.

Oh, no you're not. This slide isn't for people with red hair.